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Particle irradiation produces defects which trap hydrogen isotopes and impurities in nuclear reactor
materials. However, a comprehensive understanding of the basic mechanisms, and the final outcome
of this process is still lacking. Here the evolution of defects, hydrogen, and impurities in tungsten during
and after deuterium irradiation is simulated by solving rate theory equations. The results are in excellent
agreement with irradiation experiments. Our results show that hydrogen is mainly trapped in tungsten
monovacancies, and trapping in larger vacancy clusters increase with increasing implantation energy.
The slow hydrogen desorption observed in experiments after irradiation, was found to be mainly due
to detrapping of the weakly bound sixth hydrogen from monovacancies. Impurities are shown to play
a significant role in decreasing Frenkel pair annihilation during irradiation, by trapping self-interstitial
atoms. Moreover, we conclude that the formed impurity self-interstitial atom complexes could be the
nucleation site for formation of large interstitial type dislocation loops observed experimentally.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The refractory metal tungsten (W) has extraordinary physical
and thermal properties. Among other reasons why W is intended
to be used as a plasma facing component in the next step fusion
device ITER [1,2], is that it has a high energy threshold for physical
sputtering and does not normally form hydrides. As a first wall
material in ITER, W will be subjected to both low energy, high flux
hydrogen (H) isotopes, and high energy neutrons that will create H
trapping damage deep in the wall material. The H isotope retention
should be kept as low as possible for both fusion efficiency and
safety reasons. The natural and irradiation-induced traps will retain
H isotopes and especially important is the tritium (T) retention.

There are many studies where hydrogen irradiation and trap-
ping in W have been modeled [3–8]. The main difficulty in these
simulations lies in that the irradiation is a dynamic process, where
the creation, migration and evolution of defects, impurities and H
all have to be taken into account. To our knowledge, the presently
used modeling codes relying on the rate theory [9–11,7,12], are un-
able to take into account these dynamic defect evolution processes
during irradiation. This means that the simulations are usually
started after the irradiation part, focussing on the H detrapping
and thermal desorption portion of the experiments. Obvious com-
plications following this scheme are that the initial H trap concen-
trations have to be chosen somehow, and that the possible thermal
evolution of the traps are not accounted for.
ll rights reserved.

gren).
In the present work, instead of bypassing the above-mentioned
obstacle, the dynamic processes during irradiation have been in-
cluded in the simulation code.

Another simulation method fulfilling the required time and
depth scales is the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method. In KMC
simulations the time step is inversely proportional to the sum of
frequencies for all processes. If the system involves an extremely fast
moving object, like the self-interstitial atom (SIA) in W [13–15], the
KMC time step at room temperature is of the order of 10�11 s. Clearly,
long simulation times and high defect concentrations are inaccessi-
ble with KMC.

The purpose of the present work is to understand H trapping
and defect evolution in bcc metals, and especially in W, by extend-
ing the rate theory models, to include also all dynamic processes
during the irradiation.

The simulation method and parameters are introduced in
Section 3. The simulations are validated by comparison with the
experimental results in Section 4, and the results are used to eluci-
date some important experimental data reported in the literature.
2. Experimental

The simulations are compared to experimental results on
implantation of deuterium (D) into polycrystalline W at room tem-
perature, to a fluence of 5.8 � 1020 D/m2, with three different
implantation energies, 5, 15 and 30 keV/D. The flux was about
3.2 � 1017 D/m2 s. The main impurity, excluding Mo, in the W sam-
ples was carbon (C) � 10 lg/g, corresponding to about 1025 C
atoms/m3 (typical high purity 99.99% polycrystalline W by Plansee
AG). The experimental details are described elsewhere [16].
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3. Computational formalism

The simulation method presented, solves chemical rate equa-
tions (RE), where the concentration C for each examined distinct
entity as a function of depth and time, is given by the following
coupled partial differential equations [17–19]

@Caðx; tÞ
@t

¼ Da
@2Caðx; tÞ

@x2 þ Saðx; tÞ �
XN

b;c¼1

k2
b;cDbCbðx; tÞ

�
XN

d¼1

mde�
EA;d
kT Cdðx; tÞ ð1Þ

where a, b, c, and d stands for H, vacancy, SIA, impurities, and com-
binations of all of them. Totally there are N distinct entities. The first
term on the right-hand side describes diffusion of entity a with dif-
fusion coefficient Da (Section 3.1).

The second term is the source term, which includes irradiation
and the resulting induced defects. This term will be considered in
Section 3.2.

The third term comprises all exothermic reactions described
with sink strength k2

b;c (Section 3.3) [20–22].
Table 1
Possible events including hydrogen isotopes (H, D or T), vacancy (V), SIA (I), grain boundar
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
The last term in Eq. (1) is endothermic, and in general describes
the reverse process of the previous term (Section 3.4). This term in-
cludes detrapping of H from vacancies, SIA, grain boundaries, dis-
locations and impurities, and dissociation of vacancy and SIA
clusters. The md is the pre-exponential factor for detrapping or dis-
sociation, which includes the attempt frequency and geometrical
factors, and EA,d is the minimum activation energy barrier the sys-
tem has to pass when the complex d breaks up [23–26]. The choice
of plus and minus sign depends on the reaction.

Using a non-uniform depth grid in the RE simulations, makes it
possible to manage a nanometer dense grid close to surface, with
increasing distance between grid points to cover centimeter scale
lengths. The surface boundary condition for diffusing entities,
was chosen so that the first bulk concentration under the surface
is always zero. This is a good approximation for H in W because
the energy for a system, with an H atom on the surface, is about
2 eV lower, compared to the case where the H atom is in the solute
site in the bulk [27]. The numerical method for solving Eq. (1) is gi-
ven in Ref. [28].

Table 1 summarizes all processes the current model can handle.
The black and gray arrows indicate the diffusion and the process
y (G), dislocation (q), surface (S), and impurities (Imp). m, n, i, and j are indexes. (For
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 1. Resulting D and defect profiles per incoming 30 keV D in W, obtained by
SRIM and MD simulations. The profiles have been multiplied by the number of
defects in each cluster, to make the larger clusters more visible. For example, the
V3 � V5 profile is the sum of profiles: 3V3 + 4V4 + 5V5.
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direction, respectively. The maximum cluster size for vacancies,
SIAs and impurity-SIA clusters is forty defects.

Recent electron density functional theory (DFT) calculations
show that a monovacancy in W can contain up to six hydrogen
atoms near room temperature [15]. The maximum number of
hydrogen atoms in a vacancy cluster with m vacancies is therefore
equal to 6 m. The number of hydrogen atoms per SIA in a cluster
was chosen to be one [15].

In summary, there are 314 distinct entities (N) that can take
part in totally 3176 exothermic and 301 endothermic reactions.
For simulating the experimental conditions, described in Section
2, the total RE simulation time was 24 h including 0.5 h for the pro-
cesses during the implantation. The simulation depth grid covered
the whole 1 mm thick W sample, with 1 nm grid point distance
close to the sample surface.
3.1. Diffusion parameters

The diffusion not only spreads the concentrations profiles, but
the reaction rate for any defect or impurity is proportional to its
diffusion coefficient and concentration, i.e. the third term in Eq.
(1). The entities that diffuse are impurities, D, monovacancies, va-
cancy clusters, SIAs, and SIA clusters. The diffusivity for C, the most
abundant impurity in the sample, at room temperature is very
small due to the large migration barrier of about 1.5 eV [29]. The
migration barrier used for D was 0.26 eV, and the pre-exponential
factor was taken as the H pre-exponential factor, scaled with the
isotope effect DD

0 ¼ DH
0 =

ffiffiffi
2
p

[27]. The diffusion coefficient for mono-
vacancies at room temperature is effectively zero, due to the large
migration barrier of about 1.8 eV [30]. Thus, all reactions in Table 1,
involving mobile vacancies, are negligible in the present
simulations.

The SIA configuration in W is the h1 1 1i crowdion [14], which
has a very small migration barrier in the h1 1 1i direction [13,27].
The reorientation frequency for the SIA to change the one-dimen-
sional (1-D) diffusion direction (rotate) is [31]

CR ¼ mRe�ER=kT ð2Þ

where mR� 6.59 � 1012 s�1 is the pre-exponential factor, and
ER�0.385 eV the energy barrier for rotation, respectively [13].

The diffusion coefficients for the SIA clusters are approximated
as the one for a SIA, divided by the square root of cluster size as
suggested by Osetsky et al. [32]. The rotation barrier was seen to
increase with the SIA cluster size in molecular dynamics (MDs)
simulations in bcc Fe [33]. The SIA clusters were thus assumed to
diffuse with zero reorientation frequency. We tested this assump-
tion, and no noticeable difference in the RE simulations was ob-
served, if the SIA clusters were allowed to reorientate.

3.2. Source term

One of the most essential input parameters for the RE simula-
tions, are the source profiles of impurities and different defect
types during irradiation. These were obtained by calculating statis-
tically accurate, implantation induced defect profiles per incoming
D (m�1ion�1), see Fig. 1. The profiles were then multiplied by the D
flux (m�2 s�1), to give the source profile Sa (m�3 s�1). The primary
D–W collision statistics were determined by SRIM [34], and the W
collision cascades by MD [35], with the potential parameters from
Ref. [36].

3.3. Sink strengths

Sink strengths describe how fast an impurity or defect is
trapped or annihilated. Each sink type has an own sink strength,
which depend on the sink size, geometry and concentration. Here
three types of sink strengths are considered: (1) spherical sinks
(point defects and clusters), (2) line sinks (edge dislocations), and
(3) planar sinks (grain boundaries). A short introduction to how
sink strengths are determined, the time dependence for the sink
strength, and the sink strength for edge dislocations, including de-
fect-dislocation interaction, is presented in Appendix A.

The sink strength for spherical absorbers, with concentration
Cc(x, t), for three-dimensionally (3-D) migrating entities (b), is
given by the following recursive expression [37,38]

k2
b;c ¼ k2

3-D ¼ 4pRb;cCcðx; tÞð1þ Rb;cktotÞ ð3Þ

where k2
tot ¼

P
k2

b is the sum sink strength for entity b which in-
cludes k2

b;c, and Rb,c is the reaction radius between the sink and
the entity. If the distance between the sink and entity is less than
this radius, the entity is trapped or absorbed by the sink. For 1-D
diffusing entities (b), the sink strength for spherical absorbers be-
comes [39]

k2
b;c ¼ k2

1-D ¼ 6 pR2
b;cCcðx; tÞ

h i2
ð4Þ

where the term 6 (=3 � 2) includes the convention of using the
equivalent 3-D diffusion coefficient in the third term in Eq. (1), i.e.
D1-D = 3D3-D. In the case where the entity follows neither 1-D nor
3-D migration, the sink strength can be given as a function of the
mean length before change of the diffusion direction lch as [40]

k2
b;c ¼ k2

1-3D ¼
k2

1-D

2
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4

x2

r !
ð5Þ

with the dimensionless variable

x2 ¼ l2
chk2

1-D

12
þ k4

1-D

k4
3-D

: ð6Þ

The sink strength for spherical grain boundary, with radius Rg is
given by [37]

k2
b;c ¼

1
R2

g

ðktotRg cothðktotRgÞ � 1Þ
1
3�

cothðktot Rg Þ
ktot Rg

þ 1
k2

tot R2
g

� � : ð7Þ

Parameters to determine the sink strengths include, dislocation
densities, mean grain boundary radius, and different reaction radii
(trapping or annihilation). The W SIA-monovacancy recombination



Table 2
Parameters for the simulation of the W system at room temperature. D is deuterium, I1 SIA, V1 monovacancy, Im (Vm) size m SIA (V) cluster, ImDn (VmDn) size m SIA (V) cluster with
n D, Grain (G), dislocation (q), carbon (C), and oxygen (O). a0=0.3165 nm is lattice constant. X ¼ a3

0=2 is atomic volume. RX ¼ 3X
4p

� �1=3.

Entity Diffusion coeff. (m2/s) Rotation energy (eV) Rotation pre-factor (1/s) Ref. Additional information

Diffusion parameters
D 1.5 � 10�12 [27] 4.8 � 10�82�0.5e�0.26 eV/kT m2/s
I1 5.0 � 10�10 0.385 6.59 � 1012 [13] See text in Section 3.1
Im 5.0 � 10�10/ms 0.0 [32] 2 6m 6 10, s = 0.5, Section 3.1

Reaction radius Rb,c (nm)

Annihilation, trapping and clustering parameters
Annihilation
Im + Vn 0.81 + RX[(m + n)1/3 � 21/3] a 1 6m 6 40 and 1 6 n 6 40

Trapping
Im + G, q ? G, q 1 6m6 10
D + VmDn�1 ? VmDn 0.59 + RX(m1/3 � 1) b 1 6m 6 5 and 1 6 n 6 6 m
D + ImDn�1 ? ImDn 0.81 + RX(m1/3 � 1) c 1 6m 6 20 and 1 6 n 6m
D + G ? G–D
D + q ? q–D
D + O ? O–D 0.274 Nearest neighbor dist.

ffiffiffi
3
p

a0=2
I1 + C ? C–I1 0.81 c

Clustering
Im + InDi ? Im+nDi 0.81 + RX[(m + n)1/3 � 21/3] c 2 6 (m + n) 6 20
Im + C–In ? C–Im+n 0.81 + RX[(m + n)1/3 � 21/3] c 2 6 (m + n) 6 40

Attempt freq. (THz) Activation energy EA,d (eV)

Detrapping parameters
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 12.8 1.56 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and 1 6 n 6m
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 12.0 1.54 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and m + 1 6 n 6 2m
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 19.4 1.37 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and 2m + 1 6 n 6 3m
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 22.0 1.26 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and 3m + 1 6 n 6 4m
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 22.6 1.16 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and 4m + 1 6 n 6 5m
VmDn ? VmDn�1 + D 26.7 0.61 [15] 1 6m 6 5 and 5m + 1 6 n 6 6m
ImDn ? ImDn�1 + D 28.0 0.4–1.0 [15] 1 6m 6 20 and 1 6 n 6m
G–D ? G + D 28.0 1.06 [42]
O–D ? O + D 28.0 0–1.4 No data available
C–Im ? C + Im 5.0 0–1.4 No data available
C–Im ? C–Im�1 + I1 5.0 2.12 [43] I2 Binding energy

a Annihilation radius from molecular statics, Section 3.3.
b From molecular statics, Section 3.3.
c Approx. to be same as for I–V annihilation.
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Fig. 2. Experimental and simulated D distributions in W, with implantation
energies of 5, 15, and 30 keV/D, to a fluence of 5.8 � 1020 D/m2.
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Fig. 3. Simulated 5 keV D profiles with different C-SIA trapping energies: Et (eV),
and dislocation densities: q (m�2).
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radius is an ellipsoid around the SIA center, with semiminor and
semimajor axis of 0.54 and 1.8 nm, respectively [36]. The spherical
annihilation radius of 0.81 nm (2.6a0, a0 is the lattice constant in
W), gives the same volume around the SIA as the volume of the
ellipsoid. This rather large annihilation radius is understandable
due to the wide extent of the SIA h1 1 1i crowdion, where about
four atoms are displaced along the h1 1 1i direction on both sides
of the central SIA atom [13,14]. The distance between the last atom
in the crowdion row to the SIA center, is about 0.96 nm (�3a0).
The trapping radius of 0.59 nm for a monovacancy to trap a D
atom, was obtained by placing the D atom to varying distances
from the monovacancy center, and relaxing each system with the
molecular statics method. The W–D potential parameters used
for the relaxation was taken from Juslin et al. [41].

The trapping radius of any impurity to trap D was chosen to be
the nearest neighbor distance

ffiffiffi
3
p

a0=2 � 0:274 nm.



Table 3
Simulation results. Values are in % compared to the implanted fluence of 5.8 � 1020 D/
m2. Values in parenthesis are % compared to the total amount in the sample.

D implantation energy 5 keV 15 keV 30 keV

Deuterium
Backscattered during implantation 28.8 17.0 10.2
Diffused to sample surface 63.2 59.0 55.1
Total retained in sample 8.0 23.9 34.7

Trapped in vacancies (75.3) (80.7) (83.1)
Trapped in V1 (53.9) (52.7) (53.7)
Trapped in V2 (16.3) (20.4) (21.9)
Trapped in V3 (3.8) (5.0) (5.0)
Trapped in V4 (0.9) (1.9) (1.9)
Trapped in V5 (0.5) (0.7) (0.5)

Trapped in intrinsic trapsa (24.7) (19.3) (16.9)

Implantation
Induced SIA and vacancies 16.3 79.1 155

Interstitials (% of the total induced amount)
Annihilated 93.0 95.2 96.3
Diffused to surface 1.8 0.5 0.3
Total SIA in sample 5.2 4.4 3.4

In dislocations 2.6 2.3 2.3
In C-SIAx clusters 2.2 1.9 0.9
In grain boundaries 0.3 0.2 0.3

Vacancies (% of vacancies in each cluster type)
V1 71.5 65.3 64.6
V2 21.7 25.3 26.4
V3 5.0 6.2 6.1
V4 1.1 2.3 2.3
V5 0.7 0.9 0.7

a Impurities, grain boundaries and dislocations, see text.
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3.4. Detrapping parameters

A fundamental concept to the development of the rate theory,
was the formulation of transition state theory [44,45]. The main
conclusion of this theory, is that for a bound system to break up,
it has to pass a minimum energy barrier called the activation
energy.

Entities that can break up are clusters of vacancies, SIAs, and
impurity-SIA. D atoms can be detrapped from monovacancies,
vacancy clusters, SIA clusters, impurities, dislocations and grain
boundaries.

The activation energies for detrapping EA,d (often called trapping
energy) and attempt frequencies, for one to six D in a monovacan-
cy, was taken from DFT calculations [15]. The trapping energies
from a larger vacancy cluster, with m vacancies, are assumed to
be the same as for m monovacancies. This approximation works
fine with implantation at RT, where mainly trapping occurs. For
larger clusters, the binding energy should increase and approach
the binding energy of D to the surface.

The D atom is weakly bound to a SIA with a trapping energy of
about 0.4 eV [15]. For D trapping to SIA clusters, we tested trapping
energies between 0.4 and 1.0 eV, but noticed no significant differ-
ences in the RE simulations; the amount of D trapped in vacancies,
were always between 100 and 1000 times larger, than in the SIA
clusters.

Table 2 summarizes the parameters needed to simulate the
D–W system at room temperature.
4. Results and discussion

An excellent agreement between the RE simulated, and all the 5,
15, and 30 keV/D experimental D concentration profiles was found,
see Fig. 2. The fraction of the retained D, compared to the im-
planted fluence of 5.8 � 1020 D/m2, increases rapidly from about
8% to 35% as the implantation energy increases from 5 to 30 keV/D.

The input parameters used in the RE simulations (Table 2), are
taken from other works and the only adjustable parameters were
the radius for grains, dislocation density, and trapping energy be-
tween SIAs and carbon impurity to form a C-SIA complex.

The best agreement with experiments, was obtained when the
dislocation density q was about 1 � 1014/m2, and the C-SIA trap-
ping energy was >0.8 eV. If the grain radius was >1 lm, its effect
was negligible. Grain radius of 5 lm was used in all simulations.
The quite large dislocation density of 1014/m2, is typical for cold-
worked W [46], as is the case in this study, where the samples were
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simulation was done by adding a D trapping impurity concentration of
4.5 � 1015 cm�3.
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mechanically polished without electro-chemical surface removal
prior to the D implantation.

It should be emphasized that also other parameter value combi-
nations, give simulation profiles that matches the experimental
ones. However, Fig. 3 shows the approximate range of the possible
value combinations, in order for the simulations to agree with the
experiments. We see that the dislocation density seems to be
around 1014/m2, and that there should be a positive binding energy
between a SIA and C atom (bound system, C-SIA). The SIA binding
impurity might also be Fe (10 lg/g), Al, Si or O (5 lg/g), or other
impurities found in the W material. Experiments with a large con-
centration of a specific impurity, or DFT simulations are still
needed to show which impurities the SIA will be bound to. The
consequences of the bound impurity SIA complex is discussed
later.

The main reason for the increase in the retained D amount, as SIAs
are trapped by C (and/or other impurities) is that then a smaller
fraction of the irradiation induced SIAs annihilate with vacancies.
Thus, more vacancies that trap D survive, which in turn increases
substantially the retained D amount in the sample.

The final simulation outcome after irradiation is presented in
Table 3, and for the 5 keV/D case in Fig. 4. The present RE simula-
tion results give not only the total retained D, but quantitative
amounts of D trapped in each defect type. Of the total implanted
D fluence 5.8 � 1020 D/m2, at 5 keV about 29% is directly backscat-
tered, 63% diffuse to surface and desorb to vacuum, and only 8% is
retained in the sample.

We observe that at 5 keV, about 75% of the retained D is trapped
in monovacancies and vacancy clusters, and the rest in impurities,
grain boundaries and/or dislocations, extending deep into the sam-
ple, see Fig. 5. The maximum range for trapped D, increases from
about 2.6 lm at 5 keV, to about 4.5 lm at 30 keV. These deep
extending D tails, have also been observed in other experiments,
for example by Alimov et al. [47]. At higher fluences, the retained
fraction deep in the sample, will eventually be much larger than
the fraction close to the surface, which will be especially important
for tritium retention. In this study, we can only speculate about the
nature of these deep extending traps. They have been observed in
both polycrystalline and single crystal material, with the mean
trapped D amount being higher in coarse grained, than in single
crystal W [47], indicating that part of these D traps could be grain
boundaries. The binding of D atoms to grain boundary has been
studied by Zhou et al. using DFT [42]. Their result suggests a bind-
ing energy between 0.8 and 1.5 eV, which certainly would trap D at
room temperature.

The present samples are not coarse grained, and the number of
trapping sites at grain boundaries, should not alone be sufficient to
account for the experimental value of about 5 � 1024/m3. A disloca-
tion density of about 1014/m2, is also too low to explain the traps.
Another additional alternative is, that D is trapped in impurities.
One potential trapping impurity present in the sample is oxygen
(5 lg/g). Haasz et al. noticed that the D and O depth profiles were
quite similar in single crystal W [48]. This finding is a strong indi-
cation that O binds D, and DFT calculations are underway to con-
firm this, and to give a value for the binding energy.

Fig. 4b shows the irradiation induced and the final defect profiles.
The irradiation induced profiles, are the sum SIA and vacancy pro-
files from Fig. 1, times the implanted fluence. The total number of
irradiation-induced vacancies and SIAs, per incoming D, is 0.16 at
5 keV, 0.79 at 15 keV, and 1.6 at 30 keV. About 93–96% of these
vacancies are annihilated by the diffusing SIAs during the irradia-
tion. The remaining SIAs in the sample have been trapped by dislo-
cations and grain boundaries and C-SIAx clusters, where x is the
number of SIAs in the cluster. The size distributions of the C-SIAx

clusters are shown in Fig. 6, where the total integrated amount of
SIAs in these clusters, increase from about 2.1 � 1018/m2 for 5 keV,
to about 8.1 � 1018/m2 for 30 keV implantation. Also, the average
cluster size is seen to increase, as more SIAs are produced at higher
D implantation energies. These C-SIAx clusters could be the experi-
mentally observed interstitial type dislocation loops [49].

In this study, the flux of D, and the corresponding SIA produc-
tion rate, is too small for producing large SIA or D-SIA clusters.
Large SIA clusters were only observed, if we assumed that there
is an impurity that initially forms a bound complex with a SIA. This
complex then serves as a nucleation site for large impurity-SIA
clusters. If the SIA production rate would be large enough, large
SIA clusters could form without the need of impurities. Further evi-
dence for the formation of impurity-SIA complexes, is given by the
8 keV H irradiation experiment by Sakamoto et al. [50], showing
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Fig. A.1. Cylindrical cell to derive sink strength for edge dislocations.
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that the interstitial dislocation loop areal density increases when
the impurity concentration increases.

A remarkable observation is that the final retained D profile,
Fig. 4a, does not resemble neither the implanted D, nor the
irradiation induced vacancy profile Fig. 4b. During the D induced col-
lision cascades, the vacancies are produced on average, a bit closer to
the surface than the SIAs. The SIA-vacancy annihilation is propor-
tional to both their respective concentrations, resulting in that
vacancies deeper than about 30 nm, are effectively annihilated,
and therefore, the remaining vacancy profile is shifted towards the
surface. Hence, any short time and D fluence simulation method try-
ing to produce the observed retained D profile will fail, because the
vacancy, and in the vacancies trapped D profiles will shift more and
more towards the surface with increasing D fluence.

Next in Fig. 7a is visualized the time evolution of the retained D
during, and shortly after the 30 keV/D room temperature implanta-
tion. In the figure, three distinct regions are elucidated. In region I,
the retained D is the same as the implanted one (100% retention,
backscattered fraction excluded).

In region II, the vacancies become saturated with D, and the
mean number of trapped D per vacancy, is between five and six.
All the implanted D atoms are no longer trapped, but diffuse dee-
per into the sample, and to the sample surface. In Fig. 7b is shown
the simultaneous onset of D atom flux to the W surface. After the
implantation has stopped (region III), the D retention drops and a
remnant D flux to the W surface takes place for about 10 min.
The simulation results show that the slow decrease in the retained
D, is the detrapping of the sixth D from monovacancies (trapping
energy 0.61 eV, Table 2). This post implantation effect has been
seen experimentally for example by García-Rosales et al. [3] and
Pisarev et al. [7] where the observed D2 desorption from the sam-
ple surface, resembles the present simulated D flux to surface in
Fig. 7b.
5. Conclusions

The simulation capabilities using rate theory equations, were
extended to include also the dynamic processes during particle
irradiation. These improvements have at least the following advan-
tages. Firstly, there is no need to assume any H trapping defect pro-
files, because they evolve naturally during the simulations.
Secondly, the simulation results give H trapped in each defect type,
not only the total retained amount. However, solving the large
number of coupled differential equations, need a lot of computer
power.

The simulation results were seen to be in excellent agreement
with experiments, where each monovacancy or vacancy cluster
contains about five H per vacancy. Only a small amount of H is
trapped in SIA clusters.

The observed H traps deep in the sample, that will be decisive to
T retention in fusion machines like ITER, are probably grain
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boundaries, dislocations and impurities. One likely impurity candi-
date that traps H seems to be oxygen, but confirmation is still
needed.

Impurities were seen to trap SIAs, which then act as nucleation
sites for formation of large interstitial clusters. An obvious interpre-
tation is that the formed clusters are the interstitial type dislocation
loops observed experimentally.
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Appendix A. The sink strength of edge dislocations

To derive the sink strength for dislocations, we must begin by
defining the sink strength and how it follows from the continuity
equation. The actual proof to this theory is given by Brailsford
and Bullough [37]. Consider a material where impurities, point
and extended defects are randomly distributed and we can describe
each entity type, called hereafter defect, with its own concentration
profile extending in three dimensions c = f(x, y, z). The defect con-
centration profile [m�3] must obey the continuity equation

@c
@t
þ ~r � F

!¼ K ðA:1Þ

where ~F is the flux vector D d C
!
dr of defects per unit area and time

[m�2 s�1] entering and leaving the system, ~r � F
!

is the divergence
of each flux and K is the defect production rate per volume per sec-
ond [m�3 s�1]. We choose a cell volume V and integrate the continu-
ity equation over this volume to getZ

Vm

@c
@t

dV þ
Z

Vm

ð~r �~FÞdV ¼ KVm; ðA:2Þ

where Vm is the so called matrix volume which is the total cell vol-
ume minus all sink volumes (defect concentration is zero inside the
sinks). The cell volume is chosen to be large enough to include the
same number of each sink type as cells bounding to this volume.
Therefore the net flux of defects between identical cells is zero
and only sinks need to be included in the surface integralsZ

Vm

@c
@t

dV þ
X

i

Z
Vm

ðNi
~r � ~FiÞdV ¼ KVm; ðA:3Þ

where Ni is the number of each different sink type i and~Fi is the flux
of defects entering all sinks in this system. No reemission of defects
from sinks is considered here. This transforms with the help of the
divergens theoremZ

V
ð~r � A
!
ÞdV ¼

Z
S
ðA
!
�~nÞdS; ðA:4Þ

toZ
Vm

@c
@t

dV þ
X

i

Ni

Z
Si

ðFi
!�~nÞdS ¼ KVm: ðA:5Þ

If further the volume is constant in time, or dVm/dt is small, we
can write Eq. (A.5) as

d
dt

Z
Vm

cdV
� �

¼ �
X

i

Ni

Z
Si

ðFi
!�~nÞdSþ KVm:

We divide this by the total volume and identify

R
Vm

cdV

V

� �
as the

mean concentration of defects in the volume denoted by hci and get
dhci
dt
¼ �

X
i

Ni

V

Z
Si

ðFi
!�~nÞdSþ K

Vm

V
: ðA:6Þ

The flux of defects to each sink should be proportional to the
mean defect concentration and diffusion coefficient for the defect.
This brings us to the following definition for each sink type

Ni

V

Z
Si

ðFi
!�~nÞdS ¼ k2

i Dhci ðA:7Þ

which defines the sink strength for sink type i as

k2
i ¼

Ni
V

R
Si
ðFi
!�~nÞdS

Dhci : ðA:8Þ

The sink strength is proportional to the sink concentration and
sink surface area and inversely proportional to the defect diffusion
coefficient and mean concentration. To realize how complicated
parameter the sink strength is we insert Eq. (A.7) in Eq. (A.6) to
obtain

dhci
dt
¼ �

X
i

k2
i

 !
Dhci þ K

Vm

V
: ðA:9Þ

The steady state solution (dhci/dt = 0) gives

hci ¼
K Vm

VP
ik

2
i

	 

D
; ðA:10Þ

which, when compared to Eq. (A.8), clearly shows that each sink
strength also depends on all the sink strengths for some specific de-
fect like for example the SIA.

If the sink is symmetric and the flux of defects to the sink
boundary is constant from all directions j F!ij ¼ constant, we can
write the surface integral, Eq. (A.8), for this sink simply asZ

Si

ðFi
!�~nÞdS ¼ jFijSi; ðA:11Þ

where Si is the surface area. The sink strength is thus

k2
i ¼

Ni
V ðjFijSiÞ

Dhci : ðA:12Þ

Now we derive the sink strength of line absorbers, i.e. edge dis-
locations. We first neglect the dislocation-defect interaction and
define a cylindrically symmetrical cell with radius R with an edge
dislocation with trapping radius Rt with its center along z-axis,
see Fig. A.1. (See Fig. A.2)

All the sinks are randomly distributed in the cell. The cell should
be large enough so that we could choose any other sink as origin
without changing the mean number of any sink type in the cell.
At time t = 0 the defects starts to be produced in the whole volume
with production rate K [m�3 s�1]. A cylindrically symmetrical de-
fect concentration profile as a function of r from the origin and
time t develops. The defect diffuses with diffusion coefficient D.
This profile satisfies following equation with other sinks with
sum sink strength k2

tot ¼
P

ik
2
i (including the sink strength for other

edge dislocations)

dc
dt
¼ Dr2c � Dk2

totðc � ceqÞ þ K ðA:13Þ

where ceq is the equilibrium concentration of the defect. The differ-
ential equation in the cell reads in cylindrical coordinates

@c
@t
¼ D

@2c
@r2 þ

1
r
@c
@r
� k2

totðc � ceqÞ
" #

þ K: ðA:14Þ

The steady state solution (@c/@t = 0) of Eq. (A.14) with ceq = 0
yields
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cðrÞ ¼ K

Dk2
totP
½P � ðI1ðktotRÞK0ðktotrÞ þ K1ðktotRÞI0ðktotrÞÞ� ðA:15Þ

where P = I0(ktotRt)K1(ktotR) + K0(ktotRt)I1(ktotR), and Im and Km are the
modified Bessel function of first and second kind, respectively. The
inward steady state flux of defects at the dislocation matrix edge is

jFj ¼ D
@c
@r

����
r¼Rt

¼ K
ktotP

½I1ðktotRÞK1ðktotRtÞ � K1ðktotRÞI1ðktotRtÞ�

The mean defect concentration in the cylinder is (ceq = 0)

hci ¼ K

Dk2
tot

1� Rt2

R2 þ
2Rt

R2ktotP
ðI1ðktotRtÞK1ðktotRÞ � I1ðktotRÞK1ðktotRtÞÞ

" #

ðA:16Þ

The sink strength from Eq. (A.12) becomes as a function of the
dislocation areal density q = 1/(pR2), and parameters Q ¼ ktotffiffiffiffiffipq

p and
S = ktotRt

k2 ¼ q2pRtktot½I1ðQÞK1ðSÞ � K1ðQÞI1ðSÞ�
½Pð1� pqRt2Þ þ 2pqRt

ktot
ðI1ðSÞK1ðQÞ � I1ðQÞK1ðSÞÞ�

In reality, dislocation and defect interact through the strain field
and when determining sinks strengths, the dislocation-defect
interaction has to be taken into account. This can be done by add-
ing a drift term to Eq. (A.13) [51]

dc
dt
¼ D r2c þrcrEþ cr2E

kBT

 !
�

X
i

k2
i

 !
Dc þ K

¼ D
@2c
@r2 þ

@c
@r

D
r
þ D
rE
kBT

� �
þ c D

r2E
kBT
� D

X
i

k2
i

 ! !
þ K ðA:17Þ

where the stress effects on the diffusion coefficient has been ne-
glected and the dislocation-defect interaction energy E is assumed
to have cylindrical symmetry [52]

E
kBT
¼ �L

1
r
þ 1

2R� r

� �
ðA:18Þ

where the amplitude term L is proportional to the relaxation vol-
ume of the defect jVrjX

L ¼ ljbjð1þ mÞjVrjX
3pð1� mÞkBT

: ðA:19Þ

l is the shear modulus, jbj the magnitude of the burgers vector for
the dislocation and m is the Poisson’s ratio. Eq. (A.17) was solved
numerically. The numerical solution for dislocation sink strength
with W material and SIA parameters: l � 161 GPa, jbj � a=

ffiffiffi
2
p
�

0:224 nm, m � 0.28, Rt = 1 nm and jVrjX = 1.6 X [36], is given in
Fig. A.3. We can observe that including SIA-dislocation interactions
increases the sink strength noticeably. Because the interaction is
proportional to the defect relaxation volume, there is a bias in SIA
elimination to dislocations compared to vacancies. The numerically
solved dislocation sink strengths were used for SIAs and SIA clusters
in the present RE simulations.

One important issue remaining is that the sink strengths used in
this study, and generally in the studies found in the literature, are
derived assuming steady state conditions Eq. (A.10). However, as
pointed out by Rauh et al. [53], the steady state sink strength
underestimates the correct sink strength during the initial stages
of the irradiation. To check the influence of this to the present
study, we solved Eq. (A.17) as a function of time. The production
rate K was constant for four seconds, after which it dropped to
zero. The obtained dynamic sink strength divided by the steady
state sink strength is plotted in Fig. A.4 as a function of time. It
can be seen that the dynamic sink strength is initially larger, but
rapidly approaches the steady state sink strength (x-axis in log
scale). The approximate time scale when the actual sink strength
has attained the steady state value is about 1/(Dk2). The conclusion
is that the slower the defect diffusion coefficient is and the smaller
the total sink strength for that defect to be trapped in sinks is, the
longer is the time before the actual dynamic sink strength attains
the steady state value. The slowest entity needed to be considered
in this study is D with a diffusion coefficient of 1.5 � 10�12 m2/s,
Table 2. Consequently, even with a small total sink strength of
about 10�14 m�2, steady state is achieved in milliseconds. The total
irradiation time of about 1800 s is surely long enough that no dy-
namic sink strengths are needed in this study. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that the proper steady state sink strengths are ob-
tained only assuming a homogeneous defect production and defect
concentration in three dimensional space. The present irradiation
source term is homogeneous in the sample surface plane (in two
dimensions) but varies with depth, Fig. 1. Therefore, the calculated
sink strengths might be different from the actual sink strengths at
least where the concentration profiles are changing noticeably
with depth. The depth dependent sink strengths are however,
not considered further in this study.
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